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Standard Definitions and Assumptions for ATX 
Adapters 

Unless otherwise agreed in writing, the following conditions, standards and 

assumptions apply to the tender and construction of our adapters:  

 

Assumptions for the test subject:  

- We are assuming a printed circuit board with a material thickness of >=1.5 mm 

FR4 or comparable material. 

- Our standard stem force with which the holding clamps and supports is 1.5N 

(basis for calculation of the clearance between the holding clamps and the 

supports)  

- The test point size is >= 0.8mm  

- We assume a voltage of < 25V AC or < 60V DC (supply voltage, test voltage 

or voltage generated across the test subject). 

Positioning of the Holding Clamps:  

The standard procedure for our constructors in positioning holding clamps is: 

a) The constructor fixes components with a pronounced tilt or bend of more than 

1mm (electrolytic capacitors etc.) without a specified fixed free space around 

the component– individual consideration. 

b) It is attempted to position sufficient holding clamps beginning with the Class 

1.5 safety clearance (1.5mm circumferential + basic tolerance for the 

cover/mechanism). For the cover for bilateral contact (with centring) this 

would be at least 1.7mm clearance to the pad and to the component.  

c) In the case that not sufficient holding clamps can be positioned in the previous 

process, holding clamps are set with a safety clearance of class 1 (1.0mm 

circumferential + basic tolerance for the cover) under consideration of the 

attached components (stability, height, shift), that is, at least 1.2 mm for 

double-sided covers.  

d) If procedure c) is also insufficient, the process is repeated with component 

class 0.5 (0.5mm + basic tolerance of the cover) – at least 0.7mm for a 

double-sided cover. However, this is only permitted for components whose 

structural elements do not protrude above the pad and for which only a 

minimal shift (0.2mm) across the edge of the path is possible.  

Evaluation of the components is primarily based on the experiences of our 

constructors and is a subjective process. That means that if it expected that 

components will fluctuate significantly, the customer must indicate this.    

As far as possible, the specifications in respect of the possible component offsets as 

formulated in IPC – A – 610 will be considered. However, this is subordinate to the 

avoidance of warping the circuit board due to the forces arising. 
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Stress Calculation: 

Unless otherwise specified, we are assuming  maximum permissible elongation value 

of 800 µm/m for the optional stress analyses.  

ESD Standards 

(do not apply to adapters with higher voltages) 

- Needle support made from  EP105 or FR4 (without ESD upper surface) 

- Moving plate made from  EP105AS or FR4AS (with ESD upper surface) 

- NH plate made from  Plexi with ESD coating 

- All milled edges and empty spaces not anti-static treated 

- Holding clamps according to ATX standard (aluminium body with insulated tip) 

- ATX LP support made of insulating material 

- ATX stainless steel insertion aids 

- Adapter housing with derivative colour or ESD plate material 

- Use of ESD materials for milled support rings/grille 

- ESD conduction:  

o ESD conduction or connection into the ESD chain occurs on the moving 

plate 

o ESD conduction from the NH and Top Pin carrier plate of the adapter 

carrier plate to housing is via flexible cable.  

For ME, MMI or exchangeable cassettes, the conduction is via the 

holding clamp to the moving plate. 

o ESD conduction connection (ATX-circuit board, ESD-plate) on the 

housing 

Optional for surcharge (only with written agreement):  

- Pin carriers made of ESD material or as ESD coated plate and the associated 

open holes of pin holes on the upper and lower sides 

- ESD repainting of milled edges and millings 

- Use of insertion aids made of Semitron or comparable materials 

- Use of ESD compatible pin templates 

- Conductive connection of covers, side parts and integration into the standard 

ESD chain or other additional conductive connections e.g., also to aluminium 

façade parts. 

- Preparation of an ESD record 

Standard Documentation: 

The following files are sent on a USB stick with the adapter: 

- DXF of the equipment template  

- DXF of the channel template  

- DXF of the drilling template  

- DXF of the probe template  

- XLS of the transfer labelling  

- DXF of the holding clamps, supports and catch pins  

- XLS of the probes list 
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- XLS of the needle labels  

- XLS of the transfer labelling 

Other documents are available for a surcharge. 


